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Summary

A total of 792 Atlantic cod offspring from 81 families were challenge tested with VNN (viral
nervous necrosis). The phenotypes were recorded. Both parents and offspring were genotyped
with 11k SNP. The parents were also sequenced with an average 12X coverage. About 3M
SNP loci were called in the parents. The genotypes of the offspring were then imputed to
sequence level. Cross-validations were performed to test several genomic selection methods,
namely, SNP-BLUP, BayesP, and HBC. The difference between GEBV (genome-wide
estimated breeding value) accuracy with chip level and sequence level genotypes was also
tested. The results showed a significant accuracy advantage with sequence level genotypes. In
the across grouping method of the cross-validation test, where whole families were masked as
validation set, the newly developed genomic selection method, HBC, also showed significant
accuracy improvement over other GEBV estimation methods.
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Introduction

Viral nervous necrosis (VNN) is one of the major infectious diseases. It is prevalent in
more than 30 marine species, e.g., European seabream and Atlantic cod. The disease is caused
by nodavirus, which mainly targets neural tissues and retina of the fish, causing moderate
mortality in Atlantic cod. Observed outbreaks of VNN were reported all over the world
except South America (Nakai et al., 2009). In Atlantic cod, outbreaks were reported in
Scotland (Starkey et al., 2001), North America (Johnson et al., 2002), and Norway (Patel et
al., 2007). The annual worldwide losses in aquaculture production due to VNN are
significant.

Selective breeding is one disease control measure. The disease resistance of VNN in
Atlantic cod has been reported to have a high heritability of 0.43 on the observable scale
(survival / mortality), and 0.75 on the underlying scale (disease liability) (Ødegård, Sommer,
& Præbel, 2010). Challenge testing is the standard procedure to evaluate family resistance to
infectious pathogens. The challenged fish however cannot be used as broodstock due to the
risk of disease transmission. Genomic selection or marker assisted selection (MAS) overcome
these difficulties by using DNA information to breed for disease resistance traits.

Genomic selection (Meuwissen, Hayes, & Goddard, 2001) is now widely adopted in
livestock breeding. Its ubiquitous use is mainly due to low cost of high-density SNP
genotyping arrays, and a relatively high accuracy of selection. It was estimated that up to
40% accuracy improvement can be expected by the use of whole-genome sequence data
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(Meuwissen & Goddard, 2010).
The genome reference of Atlantic cod (Gadus morhua) was previously assembled (Star

et al., 2011). The assembly is still at its very draft stage, with a contig N50 of 2.3 kb and a
scaffold N50 of 687.7 kb. Its length is about 0.9GB. SNP calling is feasible though the
reference is very fragmentized. With continuous updating of cod linkage map, imputation and
haplotype phasing was made possible from chip genotypes to sequence level.

There is a wide spectrum of genomic selection methods, depending on assumptions and
ways of calculation. In addition to several methods developed by the authors, Meuwissen et al
has a new genomic prediction method (paper in preparation) to be tested here.

The objectives of this study are to 1) estimate genomic enabled breeding values (GEBV)
of breeding candidates using SNP array data; 2) examine the advantage of GEBV estimation
with next generation sequence (NGS) data; and 3) to test a new genomic selection method.

Material and methods

Disease resistance phenotypes

Progeny coming from 81 Atlantic cod families from the year-2009 class of the national
cod breeding program in Norway were challenge tested for VNN. Day of death and binary
dead/alive traits were recorded. The total number of challenged cod was 792. The number of
disease challenged full sibs per family was typically around 10 or a multiple of 10.

Genotyping, sequencing and quality control

The parents were genotyped using an Illumina 12K SNP array (containing 10,913
informative SNPs). In addition, whole genome resequencing of the 152 parents, which has
71 sires and 81 dams, in the 81 families using paired-end 100bp reads at an approximate
coverage of 12X per individual was performed by AROS Applied Biotechnology A/S in
Aarhus, Denmark. Ten families were excluded after data qualification. The number
challenged offspring left was 659 in the remaining 71 families (62 sire and 71 dams) (The
qualification details may be inserted here). The number of loci on chip and called SNP from
sequence data are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Number of loci with different minor allele frequencies (MAF)

MAF Chip Sequence

>0 10,913 2,959,993

>0.01 6,914 2,959,874

>0.05 6,495 1,037,275

>0.10 5,889 591,102

>0.15 5,258 411,960

>0.20 4,496 305,796

>0.25 3,667 230,778

About two third of the SNP called from sequence data only exist in one or two of the

143 parents.



Figure 1: SNP loci frequency according to allele frequencies

The frequency distribution of the sequence loci had an U shape as expected (Figure 1,
right). Whilst the loci on the SNP chip have not (Figure 1, left). The reason may be due to
loci filtering when designing the chip.

Imputation

Whole genome sequence (WGS) genotypes of the offspring were imputed by
combining the parents’ WGS-genotypes and their offspring’s SNP-chip data using the F-
impute software (Sargolzaei, Chesnais, & Schenkel, 2014). The WGS genotypes of all fish
were also phased by F-impute into haplotypes. The phase information was needed for the
genomic prediction methods.

Cross validation

Several 10-fold cross-validations were performed on the data, where the phenotypes of
one of the groups are masked and data on the other 9 groups are used to predict the masked
phenotypes. The offspring of the families were grouped in three ways. The random grouping
method randomly allocated the challenged offspring into 10 approximately equally sized
groups. The within grouping method distributed the fish within full sib families into 10
equally sized groups as much as possible. Here a sib may have more prediction information
from its full sibs. In the across grouping method, entire full families were masked, and their
phenotypes are predicted using the data from the other families. Thus, in across entire full sib
families were allocated to the same group as much as possible. Each of the 10 folds/groups
served as a validation set one by one. The remaining groups served together as a training set.

The accuracy was measured by the correlation coefficient (CC) between the phenotypes
and estimated breeding values (EBV). The CC was calculated after the EBV of every fish was
estimated whilst its phenotype had been masked (i.e. after all 10 EBV predictions had been
performed for each of the 10 validation groups).

Breeding value estimation

Four methods were applied for EBV prediction. They are traditional pedigree based



BLUP using ASReml (https://www.vsni.co.uk/software/asreml/), SNP-BLUP, BayesP (Yu &
Meuwissen, 2011) and HBC.

SNP-BLUP was not expected to benefit much from higher WGS data as it gives equal
weights to all the markers, instead of giving extra weight to markers in high linkage
disequilibrium (LD) with genes. The BayesP method fits a mixture of two normal
distributions to the SNP effects. Since the ratio of loci with larger effects were unknown, we
tested the values .005, .01, .02, .03, .1, .15, .2, .3, .4, and .5. When the ratio is 0.5, BayesP is
equivalent to SNP-BLUP.

The HBC method fits both a GBLUP term and a BayesC term in the model for the data
(Meuwissen et al., in preparation). It uses Gibbs-sampling to estimate all GBLUP and BayesC
EBV.

The genotypes were filtered with different minor allele frequencies (MAF of greater
than 0.01, 0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 0.20, and 0.25) for each of the genomic selection methods used in
this study.

Results

Heritability

The heritability of VNN resistance of Atlantic cod was estimated with the ID that had
qualified genotype records using ASReml. The estimated heritability was 0.29±0.065 on the
observable scale, with all the 792 offspring. This is on the margin of the confident interval of
the previous estimate of 0.43±0.07 (Ødegård et al., 2010). Heritability is a parameter required
by BayesP and HBC. The difference was due to that the two studies used different datasets,
and Ødegård et al. used a much larger population of 4,714 challenged offspring.

EBV from different sources

Although the model adopted by BayesP is more realistic than SNP-BLUP, we did not
observe an increased CC for BayesP on the current dataset. The maximal CC of BayesP from
the proportion grid overlapped with the accuracy with SNP-BLUP method.

There was a consistent advantage of all the genomic selection methods with either chip
or sequence data over the traditional pedigree based EBV. The percentage difference of EBV
accuracy ranged from 2.7 to 5.6 for the grouping method random and within. For the across
grouping method, the difference ranged from 9.5 to 16.1.

We compared GEBV accuracy obtained from using SNP-chip or imputed WGS
sequence data. Results of the SNP-BLUP and HBC methods were plotted in Figure 2 and 3.
The EBV accuracy from the pedigree was also plotted in each figure.



Figure 2: An accuracy comparison of EBV for VNN resistance estimated from pedigree, SNP

chips, and sequence data plus imputation. The GEBV were estimated with SNP-BLUP

method. The genotypes were filtered with MAF=0.01.

Figure 3: An accuracy comparison of EBV for VNN resistance estimated from pedigree, SNP

chips, and sequence data plus imputation. The GEBV were estimated with HBC method. The

genotypes were filtered with MAF=0.01.

The pattern of the accuracies in Figure 3 and 4 were similar. That is, there is not much
difference of the GEBV accuracy with random or within grouping method. The across
grouping method had a lower accuracy because of the lag of within family information. The
across method assesses the prediction accuracy when relatively unrelated training data are
used.

Big accuracy differences were however observed when different data source (WGS or
SNP-chip data) and MAF restrictions are used (Figure 4).



Figure 4: An accuracy comparison of different genomic selection methods (SNP-BLUP and

BC) and different data sources (Chip SNP and SNP imputed from sequence data).

The accuracy difference in the across grouping results can be up to 4.4 percentage or

the accuracy improved 28% with sequence data and the SNP-BLUP method at MAF=0.01.

For the sequence data, the accuracy decreases as the MAF increases. The highest accuracies

all occurred with lowest MAF with both genomic selection methods. The peak accuracy

didn’t appear at the low MAF scenarios with the chip genotypes. This figure also shows that

there was clear advantage of HBC over SNP-BLUP.

Conclusions

Significant accuracy improvement was observed with imputed sequence level genotypes over
SNP chip results. For the across grouping method, where entire families were masked as
validation sets, our newly developed HBC method also shown significant better accuracy over
the other two methods.
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